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PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Assignment:

The Leadership Team has requested that ADG offer a proposal to help it realize a successfully 
developed Rte. 108 Corridor and specifically to provide answers to the questions that were raised 
at, and after the 2016 Town Meeting.

Timetable:

The timing of this effort is so that advocacy can be initiated for a successful Town Meeting vote in 
March 2017.

Project Approach:

As the questions and concerns raised cut across the possible impacts of several scenarios. ADG 
reviewed three (3) options in a comprehensive manner so that the community and its leadership 
will have the needed information and alternatives to make the best decision. 

We will group the choices under three options based on differing financing scenarios:

• Low-No Effort Option: Other than minor actions, leave the area to continue as is.

• Medium Effort Option: By recognizing market and demographic trends, take less  
 expansive and less-expensive actions to best anticipate trends without significant  
 public infrastructure investment.

• High Effort Option: To encourage and enable higher-density (and higher-quality)   
 investment and development by offering access to public water and/or sewer  
 quickly. 

Methodology:

Research included:

• All provided previous studies and reports

• Industry, commercial real estate and demographic data

• Town information, as well as state, UNH and national GIS mapping for boundaries,  
 slopes, wetlands, soils, existing infrastructure, zoning, traffic, tax rates, existing   
 plans and policies

• The effects of utilizing tools such as the new Public Utility statute, Tax-Incremental  
 Financing Districts, Economic Recovery Zones and RSA 79-e Village Redevelop- 
 ment.

• NH-DOT plans and studies
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Presentation of Options: 

Options will be presented using data and visual representations. This will provide the Leadership 
Team with the tools they need to present to the public the possible effects – positive and negative 
– of each strategy forward. 

Working Definitions:

A. The Study Area: 

• Generally, we first looked at the southern section of Rte. 108, from Frying Pan   
 Lane to Rte.101. However, the research is not limited to that portion, as the  
 Town may find that there are positive development opportunities further    
 along Rte.108. (See Exhibit A - Development Opportunities Map)

 
• Our market research for Stratham is based upon the 03885 zip code, which is the  

 smallest unit measurable with any reliability.  It is the same research method- 
 ology that is used by many regional and national “chain” real-estate development  
 entities. 

• The expanded market research areas are assembled by including additional zip   
 codes and driving times. 

• While we realize that Rte. 108 extends to the town line, well beyond the study   
 area, we use the terms the Rte. 108 corridor to mean just that portion from 

 Rte. 101 to Bunker Hill Avenue. We have placed more emphasis on the sections 
 closer to Rte. 101. We have used the terms “Rte. 108 corridor” and “the    
 Gateway” interchangeably.

B. Development Financing Options: 

 In developing our low-medium-high effort options, we have considered these 
 financing options:

• Town-issued General Obligation bonds and/or Notes

• Private sector cost-sharing of the infrastructure capital costs, and the possible 
 formulas that would be determined to set their contribution.

• The new state Utility Statute (Statute attached). As it is new and untested, and   
 there are real time constraints on the Town’s options to act, we have not included  
 any revenue from this source into our Options. Should this become a    
 viable source, it would add to the Town’s ability to not just seek – but require   
 private sector cost-sharing.

• The Tax Incremental Financing District, or “TIF” District.  The addition of a TIF Dis- 
 trict does not affect any tax rate or bill. It is a financing tool that, by deferring new  
 (incremental) property-tax revenues from the General Fund,results in a faster pay- 
 down of public infrastructure debt. A faster pay-down of bonding debt means that  
 all tax-payers pay less in interest costs. (Statute attached)
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c. Infrastructure: 

• We have used the term “infrastructure” to mean publicly-owned water, sewer and  
 related assets (note that any TIF District asset must be publicly owned per the   
 state statute). We also recommend that any investments program for Rte. 108 also  
 consider other infrastructure requirements such as traffic enhancements. 

    
 Infrastructure that enhances the area, such as better utilizing the significant con-  
 servation area by the construction of connecting trails, trail signage, trailheads and  
 picnic areas should be considered as an inexpensive but value-added investment.  
 Significant public facilities such as future public safety stations could also result   
 from significant growth, and any demand for new facilities should be reviewed  
 before any public decisions on investment are made.
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FINDINGS 

1. There is no immediate reason why the Town must do anything about Rte. 108 Gate-
way infrastructure. The route functions “as is”, and our research indicates that a unique 
niche of this corridor- the premium auto-dealership- still has unmet regional demand for 
additional facilities. Fortunately, there are no court or administrative orders to remove 
pollutants or pre-treat water supplies.  The community has the good fortune of consid-
ering what it should do for the best interests of the community, versus what it must do to 
meet the terms of a decree or judgment.

2. There are conflicting scenarios that the town leadership and residents have faced for 
some time, which our research reinforces:

• To not provide infrastructure along the Gateway Corridor exposes the community  
 to risks of tax and job losses, and lowers the possibility of positioning Stratham for  
 future, positive economic trends. 

• To commit to several millions in public investment in the expectation that “if we   
 build it, they will come” also carries with it risks. The financing costs are known,   
 the resulting business development and tax-base growth is less certain.

3. For the Town to not continue to lose ground to competing sites and communities, and 
to meet other community goals (see inset below), the research shows that water and 
sewer will be eventually required within the Gateway to retain and attract significant 
commercial investment and encourage economic vitality. 

4. By presenting the low-medium-high effort options, we have sought a method whereby 
the risks of doing nothing are negated, while the financial-tax risk of a municipal sys-
tem(s) not utilized and potentially paid for by private investment is also minimized. 

  Identified Community Goals:

• Master Plan designates Gateway as growth corridor
• Business Retention for jobs and tax base
• Minimize tax rate increases 
• Shift tax burden from Residential to Commercial
• Increase private sector reinvestment 
• Decrease traffic concerns
• More community amenities 
• Community center or meeting space(s)
• Attract and retain younger workers in growth industries
• Better retail opportunities for residents
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REASONS TO PROVIDE WATER AND SEWER INFRASTRUCTURE

1. Retention of Existing Tax Base and Commercial Vitality: 
 

  Existing and future businesses may choose from many competing sites within the  
  general region, and along Rte. 101 specifically. Many of these sites either offer mu- 
  nicipal water, sewer or both. (Exhibit B - 101 Exits Analysis)

  Sewer and water supply serviced sites are attractive to developments and busi-  
  nesses as it allows for:

• Lower costs:

 ○ The maintenance and repeated repair/replacement of ground water and 
ground treatment systems is eliminated.

 ○ The business can better focus on its operations without the distractions of 
water and/or sewer maintenance and regulatory reporting.

 ○ Insurance for both fire protection (water pressure) and disruption of busi-
ness would be lower. Buildings connected to a functional municipal system 
will experience lower costs for these coverages.

• Less Liability:

 ○ Privately operated systems increase the risk of legal actions from residents, 
clients or regulatory agencies.

• Greater re-sale, and refinance ability:

 ○ An owner of a property connected to a municipal system need not discount 
the property’s value due to system depreciation for sale or reinvestment. If 
the sale or reinvestment includes any regulated lender-bank, a private sys-
tem “re-fi” will make that refinancing more expensive and harder to secure, 
as lenders seek to avoid real-estate risks in their portfolios.

2. Improve Stratham’s Competitive Position for Retaining Business and Encouraging New 
Favorable Developments:

 As the research shows, there are many alternatives to the Gateway in this market 
 place, so a retention strategy should consider making the Gateway either equal to –  
 or preferably better – than the competition.

• Retaining Business

 ○ There are many areas that also offer non-serviced sites at prices similar to 
Stratham non-serviced sites. This limits the Gateway’s market appeal, and 
exposes it to significant regional and Rte. 101 competition.
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 ○ For the strong economic markets of the Manchester area and Southern New 
Hampshire, the Rte. 108 Gateway in Stratham is at the “end of the pipeline.”

 ○ The Town and land owners can anticipate ever-increasing on-site septic 
treatment requirements for future and renewal permitting for non-residential 
properties.

 ○ The existing conditions require site owners or the tenants to operate – and 
receive permitting for – public water systems and/or commercial sewage 
disposal systems, an added cost and a diversion from their core business.

 ○ Without new market demand for goods and services, and with the added 
costs of operating on-site water or sewer services, and with significant avail-
ability of undeveloped sites at other exits, there is little incentive for existing 
owners to reinvest into existing commercial sites.

• Recruitment Issues “As Is”:

 ○ There are many sites along Route 101 and in the region that also offer 
non-serviced (public water or sewer) sites that are competitive to Stratham’s 
non-serviced sites. (see enclosed map of Rte 101 exits). A high supply 
equates to lower valuations, unless the site can offer unique, positive attri-
butes.

 ○ For developments seeking to capture the growing economic markets of the 
Manchester area and Southern New Hampshire, the Rte. 108 Gateway in 
Stratham is at the furthest end of Route 101.

 ○ There are not many significant land-tracks available in the Corridor, due to 
on-site sewage and/or water requirements, zoning designations and conser-
vation designations and easements. 

3. Community Benefits: 

  The business or developer is not the only entity that gains. A serviced site also has  
  potential value to the community:

• Higher tax assessments – Failed or questionable systems can negatively affect a  
 property-tax assessment. A connection to an approved municipal system removes  
 that issue, and allows for greater density and property value. 

• Enhanced public safety – The positioning of municipal water will provide access for  
 fire fighters to utilize in the case of a fire along the route.

• Regulatory Assurance

 ○ As noted earlier, there is not an existing environmental requirement for the 
community to provide infrastructure for the Corridor. However, the regulatory 
trend has been toward ever-higher requirements for both water quality and 
ground-based sewage treatment discharges. The connection to either an 
approved municipal water or sewer system will alleviate this future concern 
and its high remedial costs.
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• Better land use planning and environmental safeguards:

 ○ Provided municipal water and sewer systems allow for better land uses, in-
cluding the clustering of building, enhanced views, conservation space, and 
shared (less) paved parking.

 ○ Conversely, the soil-determined model for requlating land use requires that 
significant portions of a site are reserved for uses such as septic systems. 
This requires larger development sites than land with municipal services, re-
sulting in less density and higher development costs. Once sewer and water 
systems are in place, the Planning Board will be able to reissue its regula-
tion to reflect “best practices” with reduced lot-size options.

 ○ Greater density that is permissible with municipal systems also reduces the 
cost per unit, making housing more affordable for workforce level residents.

 ○ Greater density can be abused if it is not controlled by thoughtful and en-
forced land-use regulation. If systems are built, the current land use and 
zoning regulation for the Rte. 108 Gateway should be revised.

4. Greater accountability to the public: 

• A municipal system allows the local government a way of deciding what is – and   
 what is not – permissible for either water drawn-down and the disposal of   
 sewage wastes. Private systems that are abused are usually not discovered until  
 the system is failed, and the contamination is in-ground and spreading.    
 Failed systems are also difficult to remedy when the violating owner abandons or  
 sells the property, which leaves the municipality “holding the bag” with the cleanup.

5. New opportunities to attract sought investments, including: 

• Skilled younger workforce

• Commercial and public amenities including better retail and dining 

• Diversity and affordability of housing choices

• Better entertainment and recreation
 

6. The current opportunity for new resident and residential wealth:

• While Exit 11 is at the end of the pipeline for the markets west and south, it is the  
 closest exit with services and amenities to the strong Portsmouth, Durham,   
           Newmarket and Exeter markets that surround Stratham. The market analysis 

 shows there are several goods or services being consumed within this    
 Stratham-Seacoast area, but provided outside of the area. 

  (See Exhibit C: Market Analysis Area)
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• Two market opportunities are strategic for the development of the Rte. 108 
 Gateway and Stratham:

 ○ Providing a range of diverse mid-to-high market rate housing options for 
multiple work-life stages that also offer high resident and public-access ame-
nities.

 ○ Professional and technology-sector office and related space – again in high 
amenity settings – that can attract the UNH-technology business, as well 
as other professional services that seek to be in the Seacoast market but at 
lower per-square-foot costs.

• Positioning the Rte. 108 Gateway as an attractive location for these growing 
 markets has several community-wide benefits:

 ○ High assessed value tax base.

 ○ Accessible amenities, such as restaurants, bike paths, dog parks and
  “pocket parks” will be sought and built into developments.

 ○ The attraction of needed mobile, younger and educated individual workers 
and early-stage families will add community and economic viability.

 ○ Municipal water and sewer services make the development of higher-end 
professional spaces, and mid-to-high end rentals more likely, and affordable. 
These new professional workers, and these new residents can provide the 
new markets needed to justify private sector reinvestment into the Corridor.
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LOW EFFORT
($0-$500,000)

Lowest risk

No or deferred effect
Competitive position may 
worsen while waiting

Slowest to materialize actu-
al development

Could lose three-year win-
dow to connect to Exeter

Adopt TIF District Plan with 
not-to exceed $ cap

No bonding authorization

Collect TIF increment 
until enough to construct 
phase(s), or until ap-
proached by private sector

=============
Up to $500,000 ± for plan-
ning and engineering to be 
ready with specific answers, 
bid-ready

Adopt a three-factor 
cost-sharing formula for 
calculating private capital 
requirements.

A Town vote to adopt the 
enabling statute is required. 
Once the statute is adopted, 
a District can be adopted by 
the Council without a town 
vote as long as the District 
does not authorize any 
spending. Any subsequent 
borrowing or spending 
would be authorized as usu-
al, by vote at Town Meeting.

Town Warrant required.

Debt is eligible for TIF reim-
bursement

“Sunk cost” without gain if 
no system is ever built

Keeps Town from losing 
another year, allows Town 
to exercise – or not – third 
year of Exeter option with 
confidence

PROS/CONS ACTION REQUIRED COMMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

 Assessments of the Options at four risk-reward levels:

1. Low-No Effort Option- Put TIF district in place and begin to accumulate funds 
toward cash payment for future utility installations

2. Moderate Effort Option – Put TIF district in place; secure bond for installation of 
public water line but make conditional on getting private investment for 20-40% of 
bond(s)

3. High Effort Option – Put TIF district in place; secure bond for installation of public 
water and sewer with scheduled hook-up fees when infrastructure is in place

4. Highest Risk – Bond and build the full system without private cost-sharing.
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Complexity of Memorandums 
of Understanding (MOU) and 
timing

Faster, but stops until private 
sector commitment “in hand”

Adopt TIF District Plan
with not-to-exceed $ cap

AND

Get bond authorization condi-
tional IF Town receives com-
mitments from private sector 
of 20%-40%

 
MEDIUM EFFORT

$12M (+ $6M PRIVATE )

PROS/CONS ACTION REQUIRED COMMENTS

 
HIGH EFFORT

$18M (- $6M PRIVATE )

PROS/CONS ACTION REQUIRED COMMENTS

Fast but requires reimburse-
ment from private sector; risk 
of “no pays”

Complexity of Fund Manage-
ment

Adopt TIF District Plan
with not-to-exceed $ cap

AND

Bond authorization “up to” 
max needed, but drawn-down 
IF private cost-sharing is prob-
able (versus cash-in-hand)

TIF revenues plus private 
cost sharing

Commitments “in-hand” be-
fore start of construction

TIF revenues plus private 
cost sharing

Construction starts and 
is completed. Committed 
funds received upon hook-
up
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HIGHER EFFORT

$18M (NO PRIVATE SECTOR COST SHARING )

PROS/CONS ACTION REQUIRED COMMENTS

Simple

Fastest to offer benefits for 
development

Adopt TIF District Plan
with not-to-exceed $ cap 

Bond Authorization up to the 
maximum needed, draw-down 
in stages as determined by 
engineering and developer 
interest

No cost-sharing, Town recov-
ers the costs from new TIF 
revenues over time

New developments are 
enough to pay for bonding 
with new incremental property 
tax (TIF) 
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CONCLUSION:

 The Town leadership has worked to discover better ways to improve the commercial vitality  
 of the Gateway corridor, and the community’s future. To this end, they have asked ADG to  
 review information and present options that might accomplish the community’s goals. 

 We have reviewed past planning and design information, and conducted extensive market- 
 ing analysis. We have also looked at the corridor sites as well as those of the Town’s com- 
 petition. We have had the comprehensive list of community questions in mind, and hope   
 we have provided either answers, or information so the community can make good   
 decisions.

 We find that there is no reason to believe that the current demographic and economic real- 
 ities of Stratham and the Gateway will significantly improve without specific public actions.  
 These trends include an aging population, a greater reliance on out-of-town or regional   
 sources for goods and services, increased competition for desired investment, key workers  
 and populations, and a growing residential share of the tax burden.

 Several actions can be taken if this course is not satisfactory. In addition to infrastructure,  
 it includes better land-use regulations, business outreach and advocacy, Gateway branding  
 and promotion, and on-going economic development and business recruitment. The focus  
 of our research on infrastructure should not be at the elimination of these other, important  
 efforts.

 We find that -sooner or later – publicly owned infrastructure along Rte 108 will be required  
 to both retain key businesses and attract new investments. 

 We recognize that any public investment involves a degree of risk, but suggest that by do- 
 ing the following the Town will be in the position to proceed with needed public support if   
 the new markets and the private interest are proven:  

• Adopting a TIF District before April 1, 2017.

• Getting ready by authorizing at Town meeting the needed planning and design   
 work in the next year.

• Adopting a fair and transparent public-private cost-sharing formula to help pay for  
 this new infrastructure. 

• Using the next year to see if the private sector will pledge to cost-share and,

• Returning to the voters in 2018 with a definitive package of bonding, costs, phases,  
 and cost-sharing commitments.

 If these new markets and private interests are not identified or interested in cost-sharing   
 for water or sewer over the next 18 months, then the Town can reasonably conclude that  
 the infrastructure is not needed, and stop further efforts before a significant investment is  
 made.
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EXHIBIT A: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN THE GATEWAY CORRIDOR

* Undervalued properties we designated because 
Land Value exceeded Building Value by greater 
than 1.5 and existing buildings were 30 yrs old 
or greater.

POTENTIAL INFILL SITES

UNDEVELOPED LAND

UNDERVALUED PROPERTIES* 

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

EXHIBIT A: DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN THE GATEWAY CORRIDOR
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EXHIBIT B: ROUTE 101 EXIT ANALYSIS

  Exit #       Exit Name   Services Available

Exit 1   Auburn/Hooksett  Water/Sewer 
Exit  2   Auburn/Chester  No Services
Exit  3   Candia/Deerfield   No Services
Exit  4   Old Manchester Road  No Services
Exit 5   Raymond/Freemont  Water/No Sewer
Exit 6   Depot Road/Beede Road  No Services
Exit 7   Epping/Kingston  Water/Sewer 
Exit  8   North Road    No Services
Exit 9   Exeter    Water/Sewer 
Exit 10   Exeter/Newfields   No Services
Exit` 11   Stratham/Exeter  Exeter (Water/Sewer)   
        Stratham (No Services)
Exit  12   Exeter/North Hampton Water/Sewer 
Exit 13   I-95 Portsmouth/Boston  No Services

EXHIBIT B: ROUTE 101 EXIT ANALYSIS
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EXHIBIT C: MARKET RESEARCH AREAEXHIBIT C: MARKET RESEARCH AREA
The area highlighted in red above represents the specified market research area defined for this 
report. The star represents the location of the Project Area, the Route 108 Gateway Corridor. Market 
Demand for various goods and services was measured within this area using software programs 
developed by the EMSI company, an economic research firm.
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Demand Leakage % Leakage Total Demand
Finance and Insurance $1,694,487,295 68.8% $2,461,912,511
Health Care and Social Assistance $636,670,817 36.6% $1,738,233,766
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services $873,949,420 64.6% $1,353,405,913
Retail Trade $545,452,800 46.1% $1,183,484,205
Information $738,205,987 67.0% $1,101,172,050
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing $615,499,048 56.6% $1,087,841,877
Wholesale Trade $846,637,409 79.2% $1,068,416,378
Construction $558,567,686 67.3% $830,164,803
Accommodation and Food Services $273,174,309 37.7% $725,326,784
Transportation and Warehousing $563,193,360 84.4% $667,032,504
Administrative and Support and Waste Management and 
Remediation Services $349,879,889 52.7% $663,585,506

Management of Companies and Enterprises $404,313,500 76.0% $531,792,601
Other Services (except Public Administration) $282,703,974 59.5% $475,102,344
Utilities $154,062,884 47.8% $322,049,436
Educational Services $207,326,839 77.4% $268,017,030
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation $171,651,079 75.6% $227,182,215
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction $202,081,934 97.3% $207,699,049
Crop and Animal Production $144,216,398 93.4% $154,452,221

Portsmouth 30 Mile Drive

Market Demand reports measure the total amount of consumer dollars spent for selected goods and 
services within a specified, measured area. A Leakage Report measures the percentage of those 
dollars that are spent outside the specified area. In other words, what percentage of demand for a 
particular good or service is being spent — or has “leaked” —  outside of the “local” market area. 

For example, the table above shows the dollars spent for various goods and services within the mar-
ket area highlighted in red, in Exhibit C. Within that specified area consumers spent $1,183,484,205 
in Retail Trade. However, $545,452,800 (46.1%) of those dollars were spent in markets outside the 
“local” market (the area hightlighted in red).

The dollars “leaking” to other market areas may indicate a possible market opportunity if the good or 
service can be equally supplied locally. A more comprehensive explanation, as well as the method-
ologies and sources used - can be found in Attachment A.

EXHIBIT D: PORTSMOUTH LEAKAGE REPORT - TABLE FORMAT
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EXHIBIT E: PORTSMOUTH LEAKAGE REPORT - PIE CHART

The pie-chart above graphically represents the data shown in Exhibit D.

A

B
CD

E

F
G

A - Finance and Insurance

B - Health Care and Social Assistance

C - Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

D - Retail Trade

E - Information

F - Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

G - Wholesale Trade

$2,461,912,511

$1,738,233,766

$1,353,405,913

$1,183,484,205

$1,101,172,050

$1,087,841,877

$1,068,416,378

Portsmouth (30 Mile) Leakage
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EXHIBIT F: POPULATION CENTER OF NEW HAMPSHIRE (1950-2010)

Over the past sixty years the population center of New Hampshire has been shifting toward the 
Southeast part of the state. This shift is expected to continue in the coming decades.

STRATHAM
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EXHIBIT G - PROJECTED HOUSING DEMAND IN 2020

B 20,505
21,956

25,266
27,055

21.4%
32.8%

48.8%
64.9%

A

Rockingham Regional Planning Commission Regional Plan Chapter 6 Housing - Housing Needs Asssessment

(MAI = Median Area Income)

Workforce at 60% - 80% of MAI are seeking rental units versus 
homeownership

2020 projected rental demand is 9,680 units below existing rental 
supply for those workers making 100% - 120% of MAI
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82.3%
54.4%
25.2%

EXHIBIT H - RENTAL PROJECTIONS BY AGE GROUP

The table above shows projected age groups within Rockingham County for the year 2020. It antic-
ipates a high demand in rental housing in the age groups 15-44, the primary age groups for afford-
able workforce housing.
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EXHIBIT I: STRATHAM - EXETER COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR COMPARISON

Stratham’s commercial corridor is one-and-a-half times longer than Exeter’s and is comprised of 
four times the acreage. While the Building Values are similar, the Land Value is two-and-three-
quarters greater in Exeter, resulting in a total Assessed Value of one-and-a-quarter greater in 
Exeter. Exeter’s commercial strip is also more diverse than Stratham’s and is comprised of ten 
business types compared to Stratham’s six. Stratham on the other hand, has a strong concentra-
tion of auto dealerships, which significantly influences the perceived character of the commercial 
corridor. (see table below)  

Total %
Total Acreage 407 52 13%

Total Number of Parcels 42 7 17%

Total Land Value $37,143,263 $11,453,300 31%
Total Building Value $27,680,800 $9,529,500 34%

Total Asssessed Value $67,468,063 $21,247,200 31%

Existing Building SQFT 422,256 136,290 32%

Auto DealershipsStratham Commercial Corridor Item
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MARKET RESEACH: METHODOLOGIES & SOURCES 

“So, where do multipliers come from? 

Regional multipliers arise naturally out of regional IO models, so we need to review the process of 
creating a regional IO model.

First, because of the lack of comprehensive local data, all regional models are created by “region-
alizing” national values calculated by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. So models primarily come 
from (a) the BEA’s national input-output accounts, and (b) regional purchase coefficients (RPCs).
Using the national input-output accounts we can create a table that quantifies, for each major in-
dustry, how much of the outputs from other industries is needed in order to produce its own output. 
There are additional non-industry entities in this table too, like household consumption, profits, and 
taxes, which are used to complete the balance sheet. Every major model uses these national IO 
accounts in some way. Before applying it to a specific region, we have to generalize it by convert-
ing total national dollar amounts to percentages of total output, as well as account for the region’s 
actual industry mix. Then regional purchase coefficients (RPCs) are applied to each transaction to 
translate each industry’s “total inputs” to “only inputs purchased locally.”

RPCs represent the percentage of local demand that is satisfied by local supply. If your local con-
struction industry has a $500 million total demand for ready-mix concrete, and it purchases $450 
million of it locally, then that particular RPC would be 90%. If your local agriculture industry has a 
$500 million demand for tractors, but satisfies none of it from local manufacturers (which is quite 
common since there are relatively few places where tractors are manufactured), then that particular 
RPC would be 0%.  High RPCs will result in higher multiplier effects since money spent on input 
requirements is being retained locally. RPCs can be estimated in several ways by looking at each 
region’s industry mix (how much demand could possibly be supplied locally, and how much of that 
is actually likely to be supplied locally). While the details are beyond the scope of this document, 
suffice to say that EMSI uses a variation of the well-known Stevens technique*  for estimating 
RPCs, which has been widely discussed in the academic literature of regional IO for more than 20 
years.

* Stevens, B.H., G.I. Treyz, D.J. Ehrlich, and J.R. Bower, 1983.  “A New Technique for the Con-
struction of Non-Survey Regional Input-Output Models,” International Regional Science Review, 
8(3), 271-286.

This whole accounting system tracks many links in the supply chain. As one dollar goes to one 
industry, portions of it are passed off to other local industries and another portion “leaks out” of 
the region completely. Then we look at all the other industries that got a piece of the original dollar 
and look at how much of those pieces go to other regional industries or leak out. We continue this 
indefinitely until the portion of the original dollar still remaining in the region approaches zero. At 
each step, we sum up the amount that stayed in the region during that step. The grand total (plus 
the original dollar) is the final multiplier. In EMSI’s IO models, we use an earnings multiplier as our 
foundational multiplier. This dollar-based earnings multiplier can also be converted to jobs or sales 
by using the jobs-to-earnings and sales-to-earnings ratios in each industry.”

http://www.economicmodeling.com/2009/04/02/io-guidebook-sec-iii-understanding-multipliers/
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Housing Recommendations 

Recommendation 1  

Encourage the availability of diverse housing opportunities for all citizens of the region. 

Work toward growth in housing to match growth in employment, and advocate for the 

allowance of a balance of housing styles, densities, and a distribution of prices that are 

affordable to a range of income levels. 

Recommendation 2 

Develop programs to educate the public about the economic effects of local regulations and 

the importance and value of adequate affordable housing for a sustainable economy.  

Recommendation 3 

Encourage communities to consider areas of town suited for mixed-use and incorporate 

land use ordinances and regulations that will allow this.  The concepts included in these 

ordinances would include allowances for higher densities, more diverse permitted uses, 

reduced setbacks, etc.   

Recommendation 4 

Encourage the construction of single family homes and multi-family dwellings which are 

energy efficient in their design and use construction materials that are energy efficient in 

their design.   

Recommendation 5 

Encourage municipalities to consider expanding existing water and sewer service areas. 

Encourage communities without such systems to consider constructing them. Alternatively, 

municipalities should consider allowing community water or septic systems in appropriate 

areas of town. These are small systems, often development-based and maintained by an 

association of homeowners that allow the project developer to realize a diminished land 

development cost thereby enabling the construction of affordable units.   

Recommendation 6 

Balance the need for additional housing development with the need to preserve open space 

and identify and protect green belts, wildlife habitats and other linkages with existing open 

space and conservation lands. 

Recommendation 7 

Provide visual examples of a range of alternative, affordable housing developments, 

highlighting quality architecture, design and integration into the community. 

Recommendation 8 

Promote the development of infill housing and, where appropriately sited, the 

redevelopment of brownfield sites for residential and supporting land uses. 

Recommendation 9 

Collaborate with not-for-profit housing organizations, government agencies, developers and 

builders in pursuing options and solutions for meeting the housing needs of the region. 
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Recommendation 10 

Promote the development of mixed-income multi-family housing at appropriate locations 

along major corridors and near employment centers. 

Recommendation 11 

Encourage communities to use incentive programs such as low income or historic 

preservation tax credits to support the development of workforce housing. 

Recommendation 12 

Encourage the creation of residential use of downtown second and third story spaces above 

commercial. 

Recommendation 13 

Evaluate the potential for zoning ordinance models that support the preservation or 

replacement of affordable housing affected by redevelopment. 

Recommendation 14 

Work with larger communities and the New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority to help 

preserve affordability in existing subsidized rental housing by monitoring the expiration of 

subsidy commitments and income or rent limitations in the developments. 

Recommendation 15 

Encourage and facilitate the use of Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)and other 

funds to rehabilitate and improve housing stock serving low to moderate income 

homeowners and renters. 

Recommendation 16 

Assist communities in evaluating their compliance with state statutes regarding workforce 

housing and continue to maintain and update the regional housing needs assessment per 

RSA 36:47 II. 

Recommendation 17 

Encourage and support the Pease Development Authority to consider amending its land use 

plan to allow mixed residential use in appropriate locations. 
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